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Mission Control for Digital Landscapes
Business uptime. Instantly and anywhere.

Your Cloud Mission Requires Runtime Control
Your business is your applications. But cloud, agile development
and microservices have created complex landscapes of systems
that are prone to fail and bring the business down.
The relentless, organic growth of services leads to unpredictable
interaction behaviors that a single person can no longer
understand, and the speed with which technology evolves makes
fighting the chaos with standardization futile.
The complex and unpredictable behaviors of rapidly evolving
cloud architectures can’t be prevented with better code—they
require mission control. They require operators to control how
systems interact at runtime and in real-time, to detect and to
respond, to defend and to govern, anywhere and independent
from development.

As applications transform into a landscape of services, they give
rise to complex, disruptive behaviors that erode stability and
security and threaten to bring the business down.

Glasnostic Mission Control: Ensure Business Uptime, Instantly and Anywhere
Glasnostic is an operations solution with an intuitive UI that inserts
cleanly into the network to govern the interactions between
applications and services, rendering architectures instantly resilient
and secure. Cascading failures are prevented, disruptive behaviors
remediated and accidental exposures averted.
Glasnostic provides a single pane of glass for operations, SRE and
security teams to control their organically growing landscape of
services, in real-time and without YAML. It installs in minutes and
works with every stack, anywhere.
Production fires stop, code ships again and the business stays up.

Govern Effectively With Powerful Control Primitives Based on Golden Signals
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Monitoring complex architectures and detecting failures is worth
little without the ability to remediate effectively and in time.

Lightweight and Universal

Glasnostic Mission Control automatically discovers and tracks the
complex interactions among connected services and provides
visibility into the unpredictable, disruptive behaviors they exhibit.
Unlike traditional monitoring and observability tools, which aim to
provide deep visibility with ever more and ever more detailed data
that are difficult to make sense of, Glasnostic focuses on the rapid
detection and control of systemic behaviors. Instead of laboring
through vast amounts of low-level data, operators derive
actionable insights from scanning a small set of universal “golden
signals” that capture the essence of the environment, in real-time.
Equipped with these insights, operators can then control arbitrary
systemic behaviors with fine-grained policies that implement
predictable, effective operational patterns, such as backpressure
and segmentation.
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Glasnostic is a lightweight and non-invasive solution that works
with any stack and in any environment, without agents or
deployment changes. A federated set of virtual routers turns the
network into an active, application-aware fabric that lets operators
detect and respond to disruptive behaviors, in real-time.

Complex architectures exhibit unpredictable, disruptive behaviors
that can’t be prevented with better engineering and can’t be
patched in code. They must be addressed at runtime. This requires
a new phase to complete the DevOps lifecycle: real-time mission
control.

Control Your Mission
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